
Automation with Xperior Application 
TECHNICAL NOTE 

 
 

Xperior helps your company to survey the protocol stack implementation, find the critical 

parts in it and will give you the overview of the system functionality and stability. Application 

aims on testing with measurement devices connected to PC via VISA interface and supports 

SOAP communication. 
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1  Abstract 
 
This technical document describes the automation approaches and solutions for RAT 

signaling and non-signaling setups.  

 

2 Referenced documents 
 

[1] http://www.noriba-it.com/products/xperior-the-test-environment 
[2] http://www.noriba-it.com/data/Xperior/Technical_Note.pdf 

 

3 Introduction 
 
Narrowing the term of automation is to reduce the area of application to the base station or 

eNodeB and UE connection setup, where the automation part executes defined sets of 

testcases in order to verify the protocol stack functionality and RF characteristics. The 

testcases might follow 3GPP (or GCF subset) specifications or check the proprietary 

functionality of both, eNodeBs and UEs. In production testing mode the network side 

emulators are controlled via the remote interface, like SCPI and the UEs via the AT interface. 

Verifying the RAT technology latest features implemented in the corresponding protocol 

stacks requires the usage of the proprietary API.  

 

Such an automated regression system is an important part of SW development cycle giving 

the company, if it is the UE vendor or test equipment manufacturer, a strong confidence in 

the product capability and stability. Other benefit is a test environment unification. The 

automated regression system follows, from our perspective, two main automation 

approaches: 

 

• Production testing 

• Development testing 

 



Approaches 

Production Testing  
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4 Production Testing 
As shown on Figure 1, the automation setups consists of following HW parts: 

 

• Automation PC 

• Base Station Emulator 

• User Equipment 

• Signal Generator 

• Signal Analyzer 

• RF splitter / combiner 

• Optionally a Power Supply controlling the UE 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Production Testing 

 

The automation application initiates the SCPI and AT instruments and loads the testcases 

from a database (or generally a file system). The Script Engine executes the testscases 

sequentially and Reports Manager takes care of collection of relevant logs, assigning 

appropriate test cases verdicts and making the composite entries into the Results Database.  



Approaches 

Development Testing  
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5 Development Testing 
The Production Testing setup as described in chapter 1 can be extended in order to increase 

the testing and verification depth. Important aspects are the abilities to: 

 

• Execute real time based testcases 

• Access the protocol stack framework 

• Start local processes within the target device environment 

• Get control over the system components 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Development Testing at the NET side 
 
The automation application can now access the target device not only via SCPI or AT 

interface, but also with proprietary one. As the interface (might) differs from vendor to 

vendor, automation application uses the API adapter, securing the interface definition at 

least the one side of that interface.  

 

Similarly as with the Base Station Emulator, UE side is accessed by the same principle. See 

Figure 3. The setup variant is not limited to use either the NET or UE approach strictly, but 

combination of both is not usual as one of the components solves the purpose of the 

reference element.  

 

 



Approaches 

Development Testing  
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Figure 3 Development Testing at the UE side 

 



Approaches 

Automation 
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6 Automation 
 

The Xperior application as described in [2] is the framework application able to run the 

production tests and offers the API for an automation, e.g. testcasess itself making the 

verdict entries in Reports Database. With relatively low effort the automation environment 

can be implemented. 
 

 
Figure 4 Relation between the Automation and Xperior application 

 

 

If the automation should be extended as described in the “Development Testing” approach, 

the automation itself has to be adapted appropriately, needing to met customer’s specific 

requirements (API requirements). However a common set of requirements can be defined 

already: 

Non - functional 

• system should be designed to be simple to execute 

• extendable for various task which are not well know yet, like daily build or single run 

developer tests 

• robustness of system is a priority 

• scalability of tests – test sets  

• scalability of setups, related scheduling constrains 

• stability and recovery of the system to be able to run independently for days without 

user interaction 

• easy portability (exchange of HW, installation on PC, etc.) 

• GUI interface for single/multiple scenario runs with action feedback 



Cooperation 

Next steps 
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Functional 

• remote control of Protocol Stack Framework over proprietary API 

• remote control of additional devices (UE, power supply, USB Hub, etc.), mostly over 

VISA interface 

• possibility to start processes on remote PCs 

• results overview across tested version to see functionality/stability progress of the 

Protocol Stack and/or other SW Components in form of Excel table 

• logs collection, zipping, coping 

• additional processing of log files 

• email distribution of results 

If requirements are unambiguously specified, well understood and will be properly 

implemented is secured with answers on the questions from 



Cooperation 

Next steps 
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Appendix A: Check List on Requirements Specification.  

7 Cooperation? Next steps 
 
Our company offers, for the production or non-complex test approach, ready to use Test 

Environment called Xperior Application [1]. We also offer a functionality demonstration of 

an automated test sequence running sets of void test cases creating artificial verdicts. The 

purpose is to get the impression how the test procedure looks like and how the application 

works.  

 

As far as the automation of development process is concerned, the requirements collection 

and analysis is needed. There is no way around it. As the common set of requirements exists, 

we are already one step ahead, one step closer to the implementation.  

 

The automation design should follow the path of creating the SW build from defined 

configuration of underlaying CM and let this build be verified by the regression entity. 

Scaling the number of regression entities considers the usage of a scheduler, which takes 

care of balanced distribution of build inputs to regression entities in the environment. Such a 

scheduler is first configuration instance accessible by the operator, e.g. via web interface. 

Also Result Collection/Generation and Email Distribution need to be defined. Software 

should be designed to be able to recover from internal and external component failure and 

should operate even if input is invalid. If such problem is detected, system is reset to initial 

state, creates corresponding verdict and resumes the work. Majority of the code should run 

in secured evaluation capsule in order to report any potential exception (even those from 

automation code itself).  Every major component is designed to be a separate independent 

module, which can be started stand-alone, means self tested to ensure correct stable 

functionality. Majority of these modules are than encapsulated into the automation 

package. Automation package itself cannot be started as it is, instead offers an interface to 

various plug-ins… 

 

Please contact us, we are prepared to demonstrate you our solutions. 
 



Appendix A 

Requirements Specification Check List 
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Appendix A: Check List on Requirements Specification 

• functional  

o are all inputs into the system defined (source, accuracy, ranges, etc.)?  

o are all outputs from the system defined (target, accuracy, format, ranges, 

frequency, etc.)?  

o all output formats  

o SW (HW) interfaces  

o interfaces definition (initial value, error checks, protocols, etc.)  

o are all task that user can set, defined?  

o are data in all tasks and subtasks defined?  

• properties  

o from user point of view - response time for all required operations  

o time issues specified (processing, data transfer speed, throughput, etc.)?  

o security  

o level of reliability, consequences of a failure, error detection strategy, 

recovery  

o HDD capacity & memory usage  

o maintenance of the system in dependence of  

� changes of functional requirements  

� interface changes  

� other changes  

• definition of success and failure  

• quality  

o important that it is from user point of view  

o conflicts of requirements (robustness vs. error free)  

o is the specification consistent enough (some requirements more in detail or 

more general) ?  

o is everything understood?  

o it is possible to test a requirement?  

o are the possible changes in functional requirements specified, incl. 

probabilities of such changes?  

• completeness  

o are some areas not complete and these areas defined?  

o are requirements so complete, that after realizing all requirements, the 

product is complete?  

o is everybody satisfied with the requirements? Are not realistic req. removed?  
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About noriba 

The company was founded in the year 2010 with the main 

aim of software development in telecommunication area. 

We are currently focusing on software and embedded 

hardware development in UMTS and LTE standards. We 

have created an innovative software suite called "Xperior". 

Xperior is designed for verification, validation and stress 

testing of mobile phone prototypes as well as production 

models. Described test environment is available as one 

hardware box solution. 

 

Noriba has developed an "Automated Protocol Stack 

Regression Test Environment" in cooperation with one the 

world’s largest test and measurement companies. This 

proven test environment significantly increases the work 

efficiency. 

 

Contact 

 
noriba GmbH, 

Dingolfinger Str. 6, 

81673, Munich, Germany 

www.noriba-it.com 

info@noriba-it.com 

Tel (+49) 89 20035312 

Fax (+49) 89 80954917 

 


